
Carlsberg 
Colosseum



Here they will upload clips of themselves playing their 

part of a classic rock song and open themselves up to 

world wide scrutiny. 

What could demand more courage than that?

Carlsberg Colosseum is where musicians can 
put their skills to the test on a global scale.

The idea:

Carlsberg Colosseum
—
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How will it work?
—
Individual musicians upload clips onto the site – but 
playing only their chosen instrument and their part of 
the popular rock song.

Colosseum
website

Guitarists section
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What happens next?
—
Put a virtual band together 
This is the main area of interaction 

for this concept.

Non-playing members of public 

can visit the site and select their 

favourite musicians from the 

uploaded clips – the system will 

then play them all together at the 

same time – recreating the rock 

song in full.
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Singer clips

Preview musicians clips:

Then select which musicians you want for your band:

Drummer clips Guitarist clip Keyboardist clips Bassist clips

? ? ? ?
Vocals Drums Keyboard BassGuitar chosen ✔

How will it work?
—
In order to put their virtual band together, people browse 
through the uploaded clips and pick the musicians they like.

They can play around with a huge number of 
combinations to get the best results.



Site concept visual
—
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Further interaction
—
Performances by the ‘virtual bands’ then appear on the site 
where they can be heard and rated by other viewers.

Chris Boyd’s band

5,000 ratings.                             Ranked 1st place



Further interaction
—
Visitors can also hear the best (most selected) of all the musicians 
playing together – or the worst and everything in between.

If you are a musician you can find your level, good or bad, very easily.

Show me the highest rated 
musicians playing together.

Show me the lowest rated  
musicians playing together.
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Further interaction
—
In a seperate section musicians can 
upload more unexpected and alternative 
instruments to give people the 
opportunity to experiment with more 
unusual sounds.
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Other instruments clips



What’s in it for the band?
—
The most highly rated band at the end of the campaign is 
brought together for real to play live around the world.

Chris Boyd’s band

5,000 ratings.                          Ranked 1st place
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Chris Boyd’s band live



Viral spread
— 

Facebook newsfeed 
The video of the band you have 

put together is posted on your 

Facebook homepage.

Here your friends will see 

it, encouraging them to get 

involved.
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Partnership with 
Youtube
— 
The videos could be hosted 
on Youtube and the project 
conducted in partnership with 
them. This would enable us 
to get more exposure for the 
campaign at reduced cost.



Extra feature
— 

Automated music video maker 
From the selected clips of the musicians, 

the system could automatically generate 

a music video.
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Ways in to the  
campaign
—
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Make use of the guitar solo 
phenomenon on Youtube.

Get music forums and 
bloggers to promote Centre 
Stage on their sites. 

Pay a musician to overlay one 
of their videos with a personal 
message leading to the Centre 
Stage site.

Postings on music tutorial site forums.

Tap into the existing fan base on 
Faceboook and create a new event tab.


